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Who Am I?

* A PolyU Alumnus
* A General Practice Surveyor
* A Retired Civil Servant
* A Very Active Senior Citizen
My Learning Experience:

* Technical Education
* Professional Training
* Management Studies
* Public Administration Programmes
* China Studies
* Continuous Learning……
My Working Experience:

* On-the-job Training
* Practical Knowledge & Application
* Continuing Professional Development
* Multi-skilled & Multi-disciplined Tasks
* Leadership & Interpersonal Skills
* The Four “Ps”
The Four “Ps”
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The Triangle and You
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The Nine Attributes – “The Cube”

- Professional
- Integrity
- Commitment
- Proactive
- Communication
- Interpersonal
- Practical
- Management
- KNOWLEDGE
Our PolyU Logo
“The Ps and Qs (cubes)”
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My Motto:

* “To be Self-motivated, Innovative & Proactive”
* “To Stand Any Test & Do One’s Best”
* 「自強不息，創新求進」
* 「實事求是，精益求精」
Thank You